ABSTRACT

Internet is growing rapidly. The web server processing capacity is limited due to the resource availability. The networking technology is improving its speed and as a result the number of clients accessing web server increases. Due to the limited capacity of the server, large number of clients accessing the server become a bottleneck. To overcome this problem we use web server clusters and different load balancing techniques. In this paper we focus on how cloud computing can be used to reduce the server load and improve the performance of a web server. Cloud computing provides computing resources through Internet. Cloud uses efficient resource sharing techniques and round robin load balancing methods to improve the performance of the web servers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is emerging technology, which provides scalable resources to the users through network services. The resources includes computing power, memory(RAM), storage, and networking. Cloud provides these resources to the user as a payable service. It include the strategy that pay for what you use. Cloud computing technology is growing rapidly due to increasing demand of computing resources. Now a days computing technology needs large number of resources for fast and efficient processing of services that needed by the user. Traditional computing technologies cannot handle such large number of resources. According to NIST, cloud computing is a model that provide access to shared pool of resources through networking services [1,2]. In this paper we focus on how cloud computing can be used to improve the performance of a web server. Traditional web servers consist of number of machines with sufficient computing power and memory. Due to the increase in network technology and number of users, traditional servers cannot handle large number of requests from clients. Cloud computing uses efficient use of resources and load balancing techniques to improve the performance of web servers.

II. CLOUD COMPUTING

Cloud computing fast growing technology, which offers computation is done in virtual computers rather than local machines. Cloud provide computation services over virtual machines, which can be accessed by the user anywhere from the network. The main feature of cloud computing includes scalability of resources according to the demand of the
users. On-demand self-service, broad network access, elasticity, measured service [3]. Cloud provides three service models to the users [4].

A. **Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)**

Infrastructure as a service provide fundamental computing resources to users, which includes storage, network, computing capabilities etc. In this model users can use their own operating system, storage techniques and applications.

B. **Platform as a Service (PaaS)**

Platform as a service provide a developmental platform for the users. By using this platform, users can develop their own application and deploy it. In this model users cannot control over the cloud infrastructure.

C. **Software as a Service (SaaS)**

Software as a service provide application services over Internet. Applications are hosted by service providers and make available to the users. Google apps social applications like twitter Facebook etc. are examples of SaaS.

### III. WEB SERVER LOAD BALANCING

A web server is a computer system that accept request from clients and process the request and send information back to the clients [5]. Client uses software called web browsers to connect to the server. The communication between client and server uses hypertext transfer protocol. A web server can handle a limited number of concurrent clients. When the number of clients exceeds the maximum limit then the web server is said to be overloaded. When the server is overloaded, it affects the normal working of the server. Overload may cause delayed service of client requests, server returning HTTP error code or does not respond to the client requests.

Different techniques are used to avoid the web server overload, which includes monitoring the network traffic, adding more hardware resources to the server, adding security to avoid denial of service attacks, add multiple servers and use load balancing technologies to manage the traffic from different clients.

Load may comprise of amount of memory used, CPU load, network load, delay load etc. Load balancing is the technique used improving the efficiency of computing by distributing the workload across multiple computing resources. Efficient load balancer can helps in utilizing the available resources optimally and minimize the resource usage. A load balancer divide the work among different servers. Load balancer can be a software or a hardware device.

A. **Traditional Load Balancing Techniques**

In traditional load balancing approach uses different methods to distribute the incoming client requests to different servers. Based on position of the balancer situated in the system, we can group balancing methods into four classes [6].

1) **Client side load balancing**

In this method balancing is done in the client side. Client based approach uses two methods for server balancing. First method uses a web client to select the appropriate server. In this method web browser select the appropriate web server from cluster of servers. Netscape browser is an example of this kind of approach, when a user access the Netscape
homepage then the browser select one of the server from the number of servers to retrieve the page. Problem related with this method is when ever the server architecture is changed then it must be updated in the browser. It is not generally applicable method because it is not possible to own a browser for each website.

Second method for client side load balancing is, usage of a client side proxy server. Proxy server implemented with Web Location and Information service, which keep track of replicated web servers and route client requests to appropriate server. This method can't be used for large scale [7].

2) DNS based load balancing
DNS based approach, load balancing is done at DNS server. Each naming domain maintains its own local address and hostname information. When a user request an address, browser send it to dns server to convert canonical name to IP address. DNS server uses different load balancing algorithm to select the server.

3) Server side load balancing
Server side load balancing uses a server side proxy server. Proxy server will not process the HTTP requests, it remap client requests to most suitable server, that is server with low load in it. Draw back of this method is that, in most cases the proxy server itself become a bottleneck and the method cannot be scaled.

4) Network based load balancing
Network side balancing can be done at two levels, First is in the network layer and next is in between network and link layer. Network layer mapping consist of a HTTP scheduler, it done the operation similar to the normal routing and forwarding operations. Each replicated server has a unique IP address and all requests from clients goes to a http Scheduler which has a logical IP address and scheduler remap the request to lowest load server. Drawback of this method is that the IP packet must be modified. In the second method remapping is done between network and link layers, in method all replicated web servers and logical server has the same IP address, remapping is done depending on the different network technology used. MAC address or port number can be used for remapping.

Monitoring the load in server scheduler send Internet control Message Protocol (ICMP) echo request to replicated servers, and the response time gives an indication of the load in that server. Another method is to monitor the traffic or response time form each server.

B. Load Balancing Algorithms
Load balancing algorithm can be classified into to classes. Static load balancing algorithms have prior knowledge related to system resources and details of all tasks, and execution depends on these prior knowledge, and don’t depend on the current state which the system is in. These types of algorithms are easy to design and Implement e.g. Round robin Algorithm, Randomized Algorithm [8,9].

Dynamic algorithms take decisions depending on the current state of the system. Dynamic algorithms are complex, but perform better than static algorithms.
1) Round robin Algorithm

Round robin algorithm is a static load balancing algorithm, which does not consider any system state information. Algorithm assigns time slices to each server in a circular manner. Round robin Scheduling is easy to implement and simple. Drawback of this algorithm is that, it will not take the current state of the system and make poor assignment decisions [10].

2) Weighted Round robin algorithm

Weighted round robin is the modified version of round-robin algorithm. In this algorithm each server is assigned a weight based on the load capacity. It assigns time slices to each server in a circular manner according to the weight in the server. It select the next lowest weight server. This will improve the resource allocation [10,11].

3) Biased random sampling

In this algorithm, load on the server is represented by connected virtual graph. Each node in the graph represent a server and each in-degree represents servers free resources. Load on the server is determined by analyzing edges in the graph. An edge is removed from the node, whenever it takes a new job, which indicate load on the server and add an inward edge when a job is completed, indicating resources are available [9,12].

4) Active clustering

Active clustering is considered as a self aggregation algorithm, this is done by grouping similar type instances together. This load balancing algorithm works well, if each node is aware of similar nodes and delegate workload to them. It forms a similar type node cluster who can share the workload. Algorithm first select a random node as initiator and select a matchmaker from its neighbours. Matchmaker node forms link between nodes that is similar to the initiator node [9].

IV. CLOUD BASED IMPLEMENTATION

Cloud computing provide hardware and software resources through Internet according to the users need. Cloud based web server balancing consist of mainly three steps, implementing a cloud platform, creating number of mirror web servers inside the cloud using virtual machines and implementing the load balancer method.

Fig 1: Openstack Cloud with servers

Creating a web server inside the cloud environment consist of launching number of virtual machines with apache service installed in each VM. Each server is assigned a unique IP address.
Cloud platform is implemented using OpenStack cloud. It is an open source platform, mainly deployed as Infrastructure as a service. OpenStack cloud computing platform is developed by Rackspace and NASA. OpenStack consist of modular architecture. Its core modules are, Nova which is a computing service used to manage and automate computing resources. Neutron is the networking service responsible for managing network. Keystone is the identity service used for authentication and control the access. Cinder which is responsible for managing block storage. Glance service is an images service used to store disk and server images. Implement the OpenStack platform we install all the core services.

Implementing load balancer includes creating a pool of web servers. Each server is assigned with a virtual IP and associating a floating IP with these virtual IP's. Floating IP is the IP address used by the clients to connect to the server.
Fig 2: Load Balancer

Floating IP and virtual IP's are in two different networks. Load balancer service is installed in floating IP network which consist of round-robin method to select the virtual IP. Round robin algorithm select virtual IP's in circular manner to avoid overload in the servers.

IV. CONCLUSION

The paper discusses the different load balancing techniques. And present a design for cloud based web load balancing. Cloud based web servers provide better performance by avoiding overload conditions and efficient use of resources and load balancing techniques.
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